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The result of [2] states that if r;# 0 (if n = I or 2 mod 8) or if r; is not divisible by 
me dumber bB (if n = 4k), then there is a connected family of zeroes of f 
bifurcating from the origin (0,O). It is easy to check that bk is always non-zero and 
even (in fact divisible by 8). 
We first give a result that determines the value of 7; (if n = I or 2 mod 8) or its 
valve mod& 2 (if r~ = 4.K ). 
ssume that L(h) has :I first order Taylor expansion around 0. So 
L(A)-A,+A,P +O(jAl’). 
We want to assure that ti e behavior of f is determined by the low-order terms, so 
( 6) there exists E 36 so that IL(A)*ul S, ejAf/ul for A near zero. 
tit HI denote the dirn~~~sttin of the kernel of Ao. Let cn be the integer defined as 
f~~~~~~~: 
12345678 
C n+g= 16~ 
12448888 
(1) Given (*), then c,, divides m. 
1,2,4, or 8 mod 8. Assume (*). 
(2) Ip m = pc,, where p = CC (Ao) is an integer, then yi is zero or non-zero modulo 
‘tw,&X.) according to whether p is even or odd. Thus if p is odd, bifurcation is 
guNanteed. 
ow consider the possibilities where the parameter and variable spaces can have 
the same d&rnension. 
= n and (*) holds, then n = I, 2,4, or 8. Moreover in these cases, 
is guaranteed. 
caz+es are important because they are precisely the ones where classic 
ues can be used to locate the bifurcating set. Hence, in 
s, the bifurcating set has dimension n, which is not true in general. Result 
he second-named author, who also realized it was related 
’ rett#s about vetor fields on spheres. This generalized to result (1) 
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eigenvalue problems [101. In this case the parity of the multiplicity af the eigenvalue 
determines 7;. In particular, if the eigenvalue is simple, bifurcation occurs, 
Condition (*) is sometimes expressed by’ saying the eigenvalues go through 0 with 
non-zero derivative, Using pt =: 2, Ize considered complex eigenvaiue problems f7). 
Again the parity of the multiplicity of the eigenvalue determines 7;. Another use of 
the case n = 2 is to prove Hopf bifurcation. We show the present result Js applicable 
for this result also. We assume the reader is familiar with the set-up of [3], and 
imerely isolate the necessary algebra. 
Let ~1 I+ F(p) E Wom(R”, R*) be a C’ map where p lives on some real interval 
around 0. Suppose F(0) is not singular and that it has a pair of conjugate purely 
imaginary eigenvaIues & $8. Let Mult ($3) be the set {ik$, ik2&. . . , ik,/3} of 
eigenvalues of F(0) which are positive integral mr ltiples of i@ (counted with 
multiplicities). For p near 0, there is a set Mult, (i/3) of exactly r ‘eigenvalues of 
F(p) which are near the elements of Mult’(i/3). Let QI = cy (p) be the minimum of 
the real parts of the elements of Mult, (i/3). Suppost cy satisfies 
( ) I* there exists E >O such that l(r(p)l 2 E 1~ 1. 
Thus the eigenvalues of Mult, (is) go through the imaginary axis with non-zero 
derivative. Let t be a real variable and to = 27rp-‘. 
(4) Given (**), then the function 
L(P, t ) =. exp($ (p )) - 1 E CL(M) 
has a first-order Taylor expansion around (p, t) = (O., LJI and satisfies (*). Moreover, 
the dimension of the kernel of L(0, to) is 2r. 
Thus in applications, if r is odd, Hopf bifurcation ticcurs. 
Clearly the fact that only the parity of ri is determined if n = 4k limits the 
applicability of result (2). It will be seen in the course of the proof that a more 
precise result is not possible if tee; data is the dimension of the kernel of AO. We 
now give a result also due to the first-named author that completely determines 7; 
if n = 4k. This result does not require assumption (*) or even that L has a Taylor 
expansion. It is required that L be CT near S”-’ (any L can be so approximated). 
Consider the following formal procedure. Let t be a real variable and consider the 
matrix of differential 1 -forms w = t QL l L” on x S4’-l (ie., wii = xk tdL*k(L-‘)kj)* 
Then dw has ccmponents in the commutativ lgebra of even-dimensional forms 
on R x SdkT1, so determinan6 (I + dw ) is we&defined, The coefficient w&-l of t4“-‘db 
is a 4k - 1 form on S4’-’ Let S4k-’ have radius 
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f3U?dN?r K = (K, /R4k-‘)j@S”k-i W4 -1 is an integer and yi jis K times a 
in v4k - ,(GL) a 2. 
P 0% Result (I), First note that since 
&or s~rn~ E# > 0, condition (~3) must also hold for the function {A, + AlA) 9 u. Thus 
A J is non-singular iif A # 0. Moreover, also by (*), the homotopy 
k)and &i- Al,’ YS a homotopy in CL(M) if A # 0. Thus we may restrict 
ttcntion to Ao + A J 
K berhe !M%3id Of lla,a .rit: K' the cokernel. Both are copies of R” for some 
m (this is also true in the kfinite-dimensional case, since L(A) is Fredholm of index 
I = K’$image Ao. Then A0 1 R” x K1 : K, + image A0 is an 
+ AJ) 1 S”-’ x K1 can be homotoyed to A0 I(O) X K1. The 
omotspy class of (& + A,A) 1 R” x B : R” X I? --) B is the same as that of 
’ (which we continue to denote Al); we may thus assume 
0. A bilinex map A 1 : R” X R” + R” which satisfies A I(A, u) # 0 
if:A? l 1 u t # 0 we call a non-singular action of R” on Wm. We ca31 ~PI the &men&n 
cf the action. 
Let S”-’ be the unit sphere in R”. Recall that the group Z/22 acts on §“-’ by the 
al action and that the quotient space is projective space RP”? The group 
tso operates on Sn-’ x R by the antipodal map on each factor and the 
~~~ti~nt space is a fiber bundle over RIP”-’ (the projection being induced by the 
~r~~~t~on S”-’ x R-* S’-‘1. This bundle and its total space are denoted &+ and 
cakd the cansnkl bundle over RP”- . If we let 2722 operate by the antipodal map 
RP, the quotient is the p-fold Whitney sum bundle &-, 
“-‘) denote the group of equivalence classes of stable 
A stable bundle is a bundle q together with all bundles of the 
$ and two stable bundles are equivalent if any of their 
quivaient. In particular, a trivial bundle over X is 0 
-‘) was computed by J.F. Adams [l]; it is cyclic of 
s 
er c, and a generator ;; the cfass of &,+. 
tricts to a map A 1 : S”-’ x R” which factors through 
at is an isomorphism on each fiber and so is a trivialization of 
“-I) and hence cn divides m. This proves Result (1). 
er technique in 1443.) 
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R *+*‘; the equivalence classes thus form a semi-group. Le? a, denote the 
associated Grothendieck group. For q > n, we &x R” _S, Rq. Clearly there is induced 
a restriction map res i 8, -4?&,. An element of KO(RIPP”/RP”-i) may be considered 
a bundle over RF-* with an &&it trivialization over RPn-’ [5, chap. 91. Thus we 
may define a group homomorphism 
p : 5%” + Kyo(l[ap-‘/RP”-‘), 
by mapping A, : W” x R” + R” to the class of mEq-l with the trivialization over 
RP”” effected by Al. Clearly if Al E res @, Pben p (A 1) = 0. Thus p induces a map 
/3 : %,/rcs 8, + &(Rp4-‘/Rp”-I). 
Consider now actions Al : R” X R” -tR”* where 1 A@, u)l = i A 1 l 1 u I. Such are 
called cir!hogona! actions. Let ‘%v denote the resultant Grothendieck group of 
equivalence classes: There is the inclusion i : %?-+ ?ie and 
/3” =/3:: ‘i?l:-+ I%(RPq-‘/BP”-‘). 
d411 the above is quite standard in the orthogonal case [5, #IS], [6, §IS.Il], the 
strl;qtures of %F and res : 5!fy+l --) %ff are completely known [5, OS], [6, Chap. 111, 
and in particular, the Bott Periodicity Theorem implies that for 9 = n + 1, 
p” : %?/res%~+r-+ c(RP”/RP”-‘) = K?j(S”) = v,, (BO) = n,_,(GL) 
is an isomorphism (see [5, Th. 3 1.5, W]). If n = 1 or 2 modulo 8, the group ‘?.lf is 
infinite cyclic and res ‘8 ?+1 is 2%:. Thus the dimension of an orthogonal action A 1 
completely determines P”(Al). The same is thus true for a non-singular A B. If n is a 
multiple of 1, the group ‘@lz is free abelian on two generators, both of dimension cn. 
Unfortunately, res @ :+I is generated by the sum of the two generators. Thus the 
dimension of Al does not determine /3 O(Al), but only its value modulo 27r,JGL). 
IIence result 2 must be stated as is. 
To complete the proof of (2), we must show that if L(A) = A *h, then ri = /3 (A 1). 
To do this we consider the ,following standard escription of a bundle over a sphere. 
Let D” be an n-dimensional disk with boundary S”? Let g : S”-‘--) GL(r) be a 
continuous map. Consider D” x R’ modulo the identification (s, g(s)) = (s’, g(s’)) 
for SI, s’ on the boundary S”-‘. This then gives an r-dimensional bundle over D” 
with an explicit trivialization over S”-‘. This process tabilizes and thus we have an 
element of 16?)(Dn/Sn7’) =a@“). The equivalence class depends only on the 
stable homotopy class of g, so we reEive a map OF,-, + 6(Sn ). This map 
expresses the isomorphism between KO(S”) and rr,-,(CL) (it is easy to see that a 
map g exists for any bundle). Let D” be the space of points (At,. . . , An) wit 
z ,\: < 1. Let RP” be the space of points [yO,. . , y”] where 
Cy O,...,yn]=[- 
De&J 9” -3 
“-’ as tlhe subspace 
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n r(S--‘) = HP-’ and t induces a homeomorphiam 
specialize to the case we have been considering of mT, over RP" 
by A I o We consider t*m& and find it is canonically a product 
e trivialization A I corresponds to the map g : S”-’ 3 GL(m ) 
f s = (At,...,A,)ES”-‘. This is precisely what is needed to 
s Result (2) is proved. 
h (3). Clearly !%esult (3) is a corollary of (1) and (2). We turn to (4). 
h (4). If the e;\ qenvalues of a matrix A (g ) are Y&), . . . , uM (p ), then 
es of exp(sA . ‘p )) - I are e&l(@) - 1, . . . , e’“b@) - 1. If there exists E f > 0 
each ui(p) - 
then (+) is true for exp@A (:A )) - 1. If ur (cc ) ti Mult, (ipx then (***) is trivial. We 
t it to the reader to do the elementary estimates to show that (*+*) is also true 
irtr wr (li j E Mult, (is) in light of (**), and thus complete the proof of (4). 
d It (S]* Result 15) is proved by evaluating t characteristic lass by 
cawature forms. Appendix C of [g] is a general reference. Recall a connection on a 
undle 6 over a manifold ,v is an R-linear map 0 from sections of 6 to sections of 
6 (where T* is the dual of the tangent bundle, i e., l-forms) satisfying 
for f a Junction on 1M and s a section. Let Up be a coordinate neighborhood of 6 so 
a@s$ U, = U, x Rp and let sl, . , , , s, be the standard basis cross sections over Up. 
over lY_ we can write 
matrix of l-forms. Let g = g,,, : Ug n UP + GL@) be the gluing maps 
51, that is (m, x), = r (m,x), E(vO f7 U& 
,g~x))~ E (K n &3)x . It is routine to establish the 
tibi~ity formula for the, components of V: 
q&p.g-g.&p 
IX where B R is the union of P-l, 
T 8 : is 8 
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such that D n n DZ is an annulus A in a of radii $R tli.nd 32. Let V, be the interior 
of D” and ?Jfi be the interior of IX. Let g :A -4~,@) be g{m)= L(Rm./lm 1) 
where L : S”-’ --, GL(p). Note that g is radially invarien;lt, We can require O@ f~ 0 on 
IX; hence on A the forms CIP= must satisfy dg = es; 0 g or UJ a = dg 1 g -‘, Let 
q : [O, RI-* [O, 1] be a smooth monotone functZon which is 0 near 0 and B on 
[#R, R]. Let r = 1 m 1 be the radial component in IX Define 
o(m)= q(r)dL (A;!%).L-l(~). 
Then o = 10~ is a connection form on Ua ( = interior D”) compatible with the flat 
form oB = 0 on IX. The bundle 5 has gluing map or characteristic map 
L : sn-1 + GL(p). Note since L l L-’ = I, that 
dLaL-‘+LmdL-‘=O. 
ThUS 
The curvature form (a 2-form) is 
Xn p coordinates 0 = 0, and in a coordinates 
0 =dq AdL*L-‘-- ~QLhdL-‘+~d’l,gL-‘AcpL*dL-’ 
= dq A dL *L-l - (u’ - q?)dL A dL-‘. 
Let n = 4k. Let pk denote the k th Pontrjagin class of the bundle 5. The Pontrjagin 
number (pk,[S4’]) determines the class of r; in w4k+(GL)= z. In fact 
y; = 1 
a(2k - l)! 
(pk, [S4k ]} l generator 
where CY = 1 or 2 according to whether k is even or odd. 0n the other hand, 
(pk, [S*“]) can be calculated from $II. One considers the expression 
determinant (I + ~0) = I[ + #q(a) + Taco + l l 8 
where oi (Sk) is ,a 2i-form. Then 
The prescription for w &-$ is precisely such that 
I 
- (q - q*)*‘-‘dq A w4k-1, in ae coordinates, 
gk(fl) = 
0, in /3 coordinates. 
Therefore 
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= j-4k , wa-, 1 - (cp - cp2)2k-‘dq 
= _ pa - 1)!2 
(4k - I)! I w4ic-‘* &k-l 
ting the various constants, we get Result (5). 
We ~n~sh with a problem in linear algebra. We had to be somewhat careful to 
between orthatf;onal actions A : R” X R” -+ R” and the more general 
lar actions. Qrtf‘r~~gonal actions have been completely classified via the 
Clifford algebn,s. Usually, when working up to homotopy, it is not 
to differentiate tn’tween on-singular and orthogonal objects. Such is the 
for exampfe in the tf e~ry of bundles. Here the situation is not at all clear, so 
e ~hr~~~ the folfswing ~0 questions: 
(I) Can every non-sin @ar action of RH on IQ”’ be deformed through non- 
utar actions to an orshw;onal action? (“Yes” for n = 1 or 2.) 
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